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Portrait Photography Agreement  

 

This agreement is between Tonya Brisson/Magic Moments Photographer, hereinafter referred to as the 

"Photographer", operating in the State of South Carolina, and the signers of this photography session agreement, 

hereinafter referred to as the "Client", collectively referred to as the "Parties". The Parties complete agreement 

and obligations are contained within this contract.  Please initial each section in the boxes provided.  

 

Contracting Parties  Mailing Address Telephone Number Email address  
Tonya Brisson/Magic 
Moments Photographer  

1250 Winnowing Way Mount Pleasant, 
SC 29466 

843-789-0812 Tonya@MagicMomentsPhotographer.com  

    

    

 

Agreement Overview 
This agreement contains the entire understanding between the Photographer and the Client. It supersedes all 

prior and simultaneous agreements between the Parties. The only way to add or change this agreement is to do 

so in writing, signed by all the Parties. If the Parties want to waive one provision of this agreement, that does 

not mean that any other provision is also waived. The party against whom a waiver is sought to be effective 

must have signed a waiver in writing. 

 

Clients Initials:   

 

 

Scope of Work 
This contract is for services related to a photography session, hereinafter referred to as the "Shoot", to take place 

at the following time and place:  

 

Date of 

shoot 

Arrival 

time 

Address of shoot Type of shoot & 

number of subjects 

Special Requests from the Client 

 

 

    

 

The Photographer agrees to capture, edit, and deliver photos for the Client to review within 15-30 days of the 

Shoot. The photographer will only provide edited JPEG images. The photographer will never provide unedited 

or "RAW" files. The photographer will make every reasonable effort to correct exposure, color, tone, contrast, 

sharpness, and cropping of all delivered photographs.  Any special requests expressed by the Client regarding 

editing and/or the overall look of the images must be made known in writing, prior to the shoot. The 

Photographer agrees to address these requests to the best of her ability.  The client understands that any and all 

“Photoshop” work will be outsourced to a third party at the expense of the Client and may extend the image 

delivery time based off of the third party’s workflow.  Examples include but are not limited to: Resizing a 

human body, adding or removing elements of the image, Special effects, and Image compositing.   
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…scope of work continued 
Every Shoot is unique. The Photographer is unable to guarantee the number of poses or images that will be 

delivered to the Client. Circumstances such as but not limited to the behavior and cooperation of: 

infants/children, pets/animals, bystanders/people, weather/environment and equipment will determine the 

outcome of every shoot. During the shoot, should conditions arise that are out of the control of the Photographer 

and/or Client; that will impede the success of the shoot; the photographer and/or the Client has the option to 

cease the shoot and schedule a new shoot for a different date. Expenses such as but not limited to: Studio fees, 

Permit fees and Hair & Make-up artist fees are non-refundable and non-transferable.  

  

Clients Initials:  

 

Creative License 

Images are edited at the Photographer’s discretion and delivered photos may not include all images shot. The 

Photographer reserves the creative rights to edit and release only those images deemed creditable as 

professional in quality and within the photographer’s artistic standards. 

 

Clients Initials:  

 

Copyright 
The Federal Copyright Act of 1976 protects intellectual property. All images captured and/or produced by the 

Photographer are Intellectual property.  It is unlawful to copy; scan or screen shot any images without the 

written permission of the photographer. In order to control the quality of the work produced, the photographer is 

the only entity who can crop or modify any image produced from the Shoot. Alterations of any kind are in 

direct violation of copyright laws and are punishable offenses. This includes but is not limited to cropping, 

adding filters, removing the watermark or adding elements. The Photographer retains copyright and ownership 

of all images from your Shoot indefinitely and reserves the right to produce images for the Photographer's 

portfolio, website, self-promotion, photo contests, etc. No names will be published without the Client’s written 

consent.  
 

Clients Initials:  
 

Social Media 
The Client is authorized to share only the web-ready images (supplied by the Photographer) on social media. 

Those Images have been watermarked, resized and sharpened specifically for online use to control the quality of 

the Photographer's work. Per Copyright law, the Client IS NOT authorized to alter or edit the images in any 

way, including cropping, applying “auto correct”, applying filters, or adding any text.   

 

Clients Initials:  
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Unforeseeable Circumstances  
If the Photographer or its assigns cannot perform this Agreement due to a fire, casualty, strike or other civil 

disturbances, Acts of God, including but not limited to, road closures, severe traffic, fire, terrorism or other 

causes beyond the control of the parties, then the Photographer shall return any money paid by the Client, less 

retainer fee and expenses.  When possible, a new shoot will be scheduled for a later date.  The previously paid 

retainer fee will then be applied to the new shoot. This limitation of liability shall also apply in the event that 

photographic materials are damaged, lost through camera malfunction, flash card malfunction, or otherwise lost 

or damaged without the fault on the part of the Photographer.  

 

Clients Initials:  

 

Investment 

Your paid photography service includes the Photographers time and expertise preparing for, capturing, 

editing/retouching and delivering online images for your review. Your session fees also include the 

Photographers costs of doing business. Examples include but are not limited to: business licensing for each 

township used for photography, business Insurance, Studio rental fees, permit application fees, property release 

fees, the purchase and maintenance of professional photography equipment, purchasing props and wardrobe, 

website fees, continuing education and so on. Your price of investment for your specific shoot is as follows:  

 

Photographer Fee Studio Fee Permit fee Hair/Make-up Artist fee Total amount Due 

     

 

The Photographer agrees to reserve this block of time exclusively for your purposes and will not schedule other 

clients or make other appointments during your paid shoot time.  Acceptable forms of payment are as 

follows: Cash, Check, Credit Card, Apple Pay, Google Pay, Zelle, Venmo.  

 

Clients Initials:                                                  

 

Non-Refundable Retainer 
A non-refundable retainer fee of 50% of the total amount due is required when scheduling a shoot with the 

Photographer. This retainer shall be applied towards the total cost of the service to be rendered. In the event of 

cancellation by the Client, the retainer paid will be liquidated for damages to the Photographer for breach of 

contract by the Client. The outstanding balance must be paid on or before the day of your shoot. If payment is 

not received, the Photographer will not be expected to perform services.  

 

Your Non-Refundable retainer fee is: 50% of your session fee 

 

Clients Initials:                                                  
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Image Delivery 
The Photographer will schedule an in home reveal appointment with the Client no more than 30 days after the 

date of the Shoot. Edited Images from the shoot will be kept on a separate digital backup storage device for 1 

year, after which the Photographer will no longer be liable for the retrieval of saved images.  The Photographer 

will publicly share select web-ready resized images from your shoot (also known as sneak peeks) on Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter and the business web site.   Clients are encouraged to tag and share from the Photographers 

social media sites:  

Facebook Instagram 

https://www.facebook.com/Photographer29466/ https://www.instagram.com/Photographer29466/ 

Twitter  Web Site  

https://twitter.com/MagicMomentsTog https://magicmomentsphotographer.com/gallery 

 
Clients Initials:                                                 

 

Model Release 
The Client hereby consents that the photographs taken and presented by the Photographer may be used for the 

purpose of display, portfolio, advertising, website, social media or publication to promote the Photographer's 

services, provided that no names are published without specific consent from the Client. Client also agrees that 

the images can be used without compensation. The Client is either of full age and has the right to contract in 

his/her own name or is acting on authority as parent or guardian of any minors being photographed. 

Downloadable model release forms can be found on my web site.  When publishing your session online or in 

print, please select the information that you give specific written consent for the Photographer to use 

(Mark all that apply): 

 

Last name only First names only  Last and first names Type of session 

 

 

 

Location  Date None  Other: 

 

 

 

 

 

Clients Initials:                                                  

 

Personal responsibility regarding safety 
The Client assumes all responsibility for their personal safety and the safety of those in their care.  It is the 

personal responsibility of each client to monitor and oversee the safety and security of themselves, all minor 

children in their care, all pets in their care, and all of their personal property before, during and after the shoot.  

The Client will be responsible for any and all damages created either by themselves or by their children/pets to 

studio property, the photographer’s property or the property of a third party.  

 

The Client is responsible for expressing personal preferences and any concerns they may have in regard to any 

proposed posing techniques, any sitting/standing positions, or any background/prop used during the shoot. The 

use and implementation of all props and/or posing by the Client is 100% voluntary.  The Client always 

maintains the right and ability to: refuse, change, correct, or discontinue any posing, positioning, background or 

prop that they feel uncomfortable with.   
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…. Personal responsibility regarding safety continued 
When outdoors, it is the Clients responsibility to be prepared for the elements. Examples include but are not 

limited to: having drinking water, insect repellant, sun screen, appropriate foot wear and weather appropriate 

attire.  It is the Clients responsibility to always be aware of their surroundings.  Examples include but not 

limited to: slip or trip hazards, fellow pedestrians, vehicles of transportation and obstacles.  It is the Clients 

responsibility to always be cognizant of potential dangers in the environment.  Examples include but are not 

limited to snakes, venomous insects, alligators, sharks, coyotes, thieves, abductors, poisonous foliage and so on. 

  

Clients Initials:                                                

 

Incentives, promotions and gifts 
It is common practice for the Photographer to periodically offer incentives, promotions and gifts to individuals 

or groups as part of a business strategy. These actions are done at the sole discretion of the photographer and are 

not transferable to other persons or groups and can not be used in conjunction with previous incentives, 

promotions or discounts.  If applicable, your specific incentive, promotion or gift is as follows:  

 

(None Applicable)  

 

Clients Initials:                                                  

 

Signature(s) 
The Parties have read all of the pages of this agreement, initialed each section and agree to all of its terms 

herein, and acknowledge receipt of a complete digital copy of the agreement to be signed by all parties. Each 

and every person signing as “the Client” shall be fully responsible for ensuring that full payment is made 

pursuant to the terms of this agreement. No persons under the age of 18 years may enter into this agreement 

with out the signature of their legal adult guardian.  

 

Client #1 Signature & Date: 

 

 

Client #2 Signature & Date: 

 

Photographer Signature & Date:   

 

*For easy download, completion and return of this agreement, we suggest using this free mobile app: 

 

 


